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INTRODUCTION

     hen the pitch is right, the beautiful sounds of music can now be heard. While Legacy
Planning does not advise on pitch-perfect sounds, we do however specialize in advising
individuals with their dreams, goals and awareness to create the success they are looking
for. This coaching influences both their lives and businesses, but also surrounding
generations. We offer weekly advisory sessions, group consulting and event training specific
to discussing all aspects of your legacy. Our weekly advisory conversations create a space to
really hear what is important in a client’s life, explore personal values and existing challenges
and brainstorm win/win solutions for the long term.

W

YOUR GOALS

Goals can include “moving towards”
more peace, happiness, and
abundance while “moving away”
from conflict, tension and scarcity
thoughts. In fact, weekly advisory
sessions become part of your
legacy. Retaining an advisor to
handle the softer side of business,
or succession, creates a full
commitment to develop all aspects
of talent for the survival of the
future.

When time is dedicated to truly facing and
handling all blind spots and life areas, the
client moves from feelings of pressure,
isolation or depression to one of relief,
certainty and confidence. For the next
generation stepping into succession, a legacy
advisor is their best ally with the world ahead
of them. And for clients over age fifty, they
have described being able to relax on many
levels as they have a place to discuss
sensitive matters surrounding wealth transfer
as well as ownership, management and
leadership issues.
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Half of all companies
in the world are

family-owned; family-
owned business

create 65% of jobs;
70% of GDP [gross

domestic product] is
due to family-owned

businesses.

For an introductory conversation, I ask the following

1. What were the legacies of past generations in your family, or are you the pioneer?
2. What do you envision for yourself and for your short- and long-term future?
3. What would you most like to contribute to future generations with your talents?
4. Why is this important to you?
5. What challenges do you foresee with your vision?
6. How do you currently build your internal landscape of positive beliefs?
7. Do you know your driving, personal values as they apply to your daily decisions?

Many times, individuals can feel the weight of
the world on their shoulders – so many moving
parts, disorganized, without a conductor there
to see and hear the nuances when a symphony
is possible.

www.alliancemagazine.org/blog/empowering-dedication-care
on Screen
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As the daughter of a NYC diamond setter and
as a great grandmother, Angelina was

introduced to me through associates for her
coaching results in both life and business. She

helped me, as a cancer survivor, to become
ambitious again and reconnect me to my roots.
She offered me the space of reflection to look

at myself and my past - to have me realize I am
not dead yet. I feel now, after six months of

Angelina’s coaching, that I would like to fulfill a
legacy of teaching my immediate and extended
family good values. And, remembering where

those good values will get you.

– Denise, Southern California

Angelina is a very intuitive coach, she is bright
and helped me find what is really important in
my life. I recommend her to anybody who is

willing to explore themselves with fierce
courage, she'll surely be by your side,

supporting you and championing you to get
where you want to go for your legacy.

 Angelina is talented!

Ilaria, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Angelina is a coach who derives your inner
journey smoothly. She coaches you by her
heart & emotions and stays well connected
throughout the entire process. She gave me

the space of silence that allowed me to hear my
inner voice, then asked me a lot of powerful

questions that led me to see things from
different angles. She believed in me as a whole
person and throughout the conversation, she
filled me with the energy of trust & vision. We

can find a lot of coaches in the world, but
talented ones are a challenge. Angelina is one

of the talented ones." -

Shaima, Abu-Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Angelina - I wanted to let you know how
impactful your coaching of me was on our last

call. You struck a cord when you articulated
that one of my core values is “Justice”. This

really resonated with me and I have been in
inquiry about it ever since. You have great

intuition! Warm regards, Nancy." Nancy, a client
who retired from a law firm now residing in

Northern California

Nancy, Northern California

TESTIMONIALS

Read More:
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GOLD PACKAGE  SILVER PACKAGE BRONZE PACKAGE

$40,000 
FOR TWELVE MONTHS

$20,000 
FOR SIX MONTHS 

$10,000 
FOR THREE MONTHS

As lasting development and transformation are a way of life, decisions can be made in an instant.
But for new habits to be weaved into one’s lifestyle, time is required to grow into one’s evolved

identity with support and accountability in place.
 

Consideration is required upfront, prior to the first advisory session, and is 50% refundable should
the client decide to cancel after the first three sessions. The initial consultation is complimentary for

the first thirty (30) minutes to explore how this coaching service can be of value.
 

The Co-Active     coaching methodology I utilize is gentle but honest in delivery to create forward
movement and deep reflective learning. Every small step becomes the next step of a client’s life

masterpiece and ultimately, their intended legacy. Together, we elevate the inner world of
resources with the outer world of possibilities to manifest the best outcomes

 
Please send your written statement of preliminary thoughts, ideas and hurdles related to your

legacy. Stress does not have to be your only ally when traveling this journey of your future success
alone. Many Type A personalities drive hard in their lives to see productivity, all the while covering

up feelings of depression and overwhelm. Instead of stuffing emotions down, consider a legacy
advisor to discuss constraints. My job in this role is to make the manifestation of your legacy easier.
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